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MY 2017 PREDICTIONS,

FOR WHATEVER THEY’RE WORTH
by Luke Kuchenberg, CFP®
It is that time of year again. You
know—a time for reflection, a time
for renewal, and a time for a little
prognostication. What would a
new year be without some good,
old fashioned predictions about
what is in store for all of us in 2017?
So, without further ado… my best
interpretations for this New Year.

What would a new year
be without some good,
old-fashioned predictions
about what is in store
for all of us in 2017?

1. What will the S&P 500 return

be this year? I’m not sure just yet,
ask me on December 31 st .

2. Will international markets

show any kind of rally after several
years of underperformance?
They could… they really could.

3. Will interest rates keep going up?

I’m about 50% on this one.

4. China, what about China?
They will continue to tr y to
balance all the benefits of
capitalism while touting
communism is under-rated.
5. Will Brexit really take place,
and how will the French vote go
this year? The unexpected seems
to be popular.
6. What do we know about gold?
“Gold is a chemical element with
the symbol Au (from Latin: aurum)
and the atomic number 79. In its
purest form, it is a bright, slightly
reddish yellow, dense, soft, malleable
and ductile metal.” At least that’s
what Wikipedia says…
7. Will there be a recession in 2017?
Not sure on this one...Let’s Google it.
8. Should we be buying oil?
I’m not inclined to do so. The 55 gallon
drums are just so unsightly and it’s
not offered through Amazon Prime.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
by Michael Hoffman

"It means very little to know that a million Chinese are starving, unless you
know one Chinese who is starving.” - John Steinbeck
It’s very easy to feel sympathy for
the neglected in the world but much
more difficult to empathize with
them. Sympathy involves a feeling
of sorrow for a circumstance, while
empathy requires you to put yourself
in the shoes of another person; to
imagine their life journey as your
own. There is a difference. Most of us
will never come close to experiencing
the hardships of those living in the
developing world, and the great
majority of us will never take the
opportunity to visit a country where
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basic survival is a way of life. This
makes empathy very difficult. As John
Steinbeck once wrote, “It means very
little to know that a million Chinese

It’s very easy to feel sympathy
for the neglected in the
world but much more difficult
to empathize with them.
are starving, unless you know one
Chinese who is starving.”

In the summer of 2015, Tyson Ray
and I traveled to Haiti, on behalf of
Children’s Word Impact (CWI), and
met a woman whose story I would
like to share. Her name is Saintamène
(pictured below). When we met
Saintamène, we learned that she was
caring for 4 of her children. She has 5
children, but in desperation she had
given her oldest child to a nurse who
promised to help raise the girl. To date,
Saintamène has no idea where this
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

THRILL OR CHILL ON
CAPITOL HILL?
by Scott J. Brown, PH.D.

Since the November election,
the financial markets have priced in a
more friendly business environment,
with growth boosted by expansionary
fiscal policy. However, the White
House does not have absolute power.
Congress writes the laws.While the
outcome is uncertain, the legislative
mechanics suggest that may see little,
if any, tax cuts in calendar 2017.
With Republicans controlling the
White House and both chambers of
Congress, many see this as their best
chance for tax reform. The House
Speaker Ryan’s "Better Way" plan is
expected to be the general blueprint
for tax reform, but there will surely be
many modifications along the way.
How will tax cuts be achieved,
legislatively? The House of
Representatives requires a simple
majority vote. The journey through
the Senate is more complicated.
The first possible path is through a tax
reform bill, which would require 60
votes in the Senate. While that seems
unlikely, given that the Republicans
have only a 52-48 majority, it is not
impossible. Republicans would have

to get eight or more Democratic
senators on board. A compromise
plan would likely have smaller tax
cuts than is currently anticipated,
weighted toward large corporations,
not small businesses and individuals.
We would expect to see some change
in tax rates for overseas earnings as
part of the package.

The White House
does not have
absolute power.
Congress writes
the laws.
The other Senate path is through
budget reconciliation, which would
require a simple majority (51 votes).
The Senate would pass a budget
resolution with reconciliation
instructions, then develop legislation
that comports to those instructions.
However, the Senate can do only one

set of reconciliation instructions per
calendar year, and this year that set
of instructions will be on repealing
and replacing the Affordable Care
Act. The Senate could add tax reform
instructions in the budget resolution
this year for calendar 2018, which
means that tax cuts would occur next
year. Note that the Affordable Care
Act was paid for partly by higher
taxes, and those increases may
be jettisoned in healthcare reform
(although it’s unclear what sort of
replacement we may see in
the months ahead).
The Senate is also subject to the
Byrd rule. During the reconciliation
process, a piece of legislation may
be blocked if it increases the federal
deficit beyond a ten-year window.
This explains why the Bush tax cuts
were not made permanent at their
inception (changes would have to
sunset to make the longterm numbers
work out). This led to a series of
extensions, until a compromise
solution was reached.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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PREDICTIONS, POLLS
AND PORTFOLIO
by Tyson Ray, CFP®

We hang our hat not on using any one prediction or poll, but rather a confluence of
harmonized, independent research. Thus, we believe in the discipline of our process.
In 2016, there were three events
that caused me to question the
usefulness of predictions, polls and
portfolio research. Those three
events, in order, are Brexit, the
Chicago Cubs winning the World
Series and Trump winning the
election. None of these events were
supposed to happen.
Brexit, which was the United
Kingdom’s vote to break away
from the European Union, was not
predicted to go the way it did. All
predications and polls favored the
UK staying in the EU. An online
Populus poll, the last conducted
before voting began on June 23rd,
gave ‘Remain’ a 10-point lead,
55 to 45. When the votes were all
counted, the ‘Leave’ won 51.89%
compared to 48.11% to stay. That
is a huge difference compared to
the poll giving a 10-point edge
that the UK would stay.
Regarding the Chicago Cubs
winning the World Series, the
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odds haven’t been with the Cubs
for a very long time. With the
Cleveland Indians win over the
Cubs in Game 4 of the 2016 World
Series, the Indians advanced to a
3-1 lead in the best-of-seven affair
and, thus, one win shy of the title.
By extension, the Cubs were only
one loss away from seeing their
championship drought extended to
109 years. Stated in other terms, the
Indians needed only win one in the
next three games, while the Cubs
must win three in a row. The odds
were not favoring the Cubs, but the
odds were wrong.
Then to top off the year, we had the
election of Trump. Hillary Clinton’s
odds of winning the presidency
were increased to 91% on the
Monday before the election per
CNN’s Political Predication Market.
On the day of the election, based on
initial exit polling, Hillary Clinton’s
odds increased to 97%. Hillary
Clinton was so favored to win, it

was also assumed the Democrats
might take back control of the
Senate as well. It was not until late
in the evening of election day that
the world discovered the voting
results were completely different
than the same day exit polls which
had predicted a Hillary Clinton land
slide. Trump won the Presidency
and Republicans control all three
branches of government, which has
not happened since 1928.
The question I have been asking
myself is, if predictions and polls
have been so wrong, what can you
trust? I read a lot of investment and
portfolio research from some of the
smartest minds around the world,
which often ends up being wrong.
For some perspective on what I am
talking about, one only has to look
at the 2016 returns of the Ivy League
college endowments.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

DON'T FORGET ABOUT YOUR
DIGITAL ASSETS

by Luke Kuchenberg, CFP®

Pardon? Digital assets…
what is that?
I have to say, the first time I heard
this phrase I had the same question.
But, here we are in the information
age. Many of the transactions and/
or interactions we make every day
are online and create a ‘digital asset.’
By definition, a digital asset is any
digitally stored content or an online
account owned by an individual.
This includes images, photos, videos
and text files - think social media
like Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn.
It can also include online financial
accounts, personal electronic files,
and your email accounts. Posts
and actions online hold personal
information that needs to be cleaned
up or closed when a loved one
passes away. In fact, recent studies
have found that many individuals
could own as much as $30,000
worth of these digital assets and not
know it. With that being so, here are
some things to be mindful of when
having discussions with family or
your estate attorney.
Review Custodian Policies - Review
online providers “terms of service”
to determine how those accounts
would work or what would need to
happen in the event of your death.

Review current laws - In 2016, the
Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital
Assets Act (or UFADAA, for those

Yes, the world has
changed and, I would
argue, mostly for the
better. With those
changes, we must adapt
and adjust our planning.
who love acronyms) was passed and
adopted by over 20 states. The act
states that a fiduciary of an estate
does have legal authority to access
a decedent’s digital assets. However,
that power and fiduciary must be
noted and named explicitly in estate
planning documents.
Inventory digital assets - Keeping
an up-to-date list of all online
profiles and accounts with login
and password information would be
very helpful to a loved one, executor
or fiduciary of your estate.
Note your wishes in formal estate
documents - Estate planning
documents should include very
clear and concise disclosure of
an individual’s wishes for the
administration of their digital

assets. These instructions should
also include stated permission to
access accounts on line with those
custodial policies mentioned above,
and the location of such records
(i.e., list of accounts and passwords
held in safe deposit box or saved
electronically, etc.)
Yes, the world has changed and, I
would argue, mostly for the better.
With those changes, we must
adapt and adjust our planning. So
it is with the case with our digital
assets. This is not just for our
online banking auto-payments or
brokerage accounts, but for our
accounts on Facebook, Amazon,
Pinterest, Zappos, etc., that are used
by most of us on almost a daily
basis. Discuss with your spouse
and loved ones how you want those
accounts administered upon your
death. If you participate in social
media like Facebook, explain how
or what message you may want sent
out that serves as notice of your
passing or incapacitation. While it
is a planning point that is certainly
not fun to talk about, it is one that
has increasingly become woven into
the fabric of our everyday lives and
needs to be noted and planned for
in your overall estate planning.
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM A
GENUINELY GREAT YEAR
by Nick Murray

2016 was not merely a banner year for the patient, disciplined long-term investor.
It was one of the all-time great years for humanity, and even for the planet.
For all that it was fraught with
violence, politacal turmoil, anxiety
and sadness, 2016 was not merely
a banner year for the patient,
disciplined long-term investor.
It was one of the all-time great
years for humanity, and even for
the planet. Herewith, an intensely
personal sampling of the year’s
positive developments:
• U.S. household net worth, by
J. P. Morgan Asset Management’s
estimate, ended the year at about
$90 trillion. This was more than
a third higher than its 2007
pre-recession peak. The average
price of a single-family home also
surmounted its prerecession peak
in 2016 for the first time.
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• The cancer death rate in the U.S.
has dropped 25% since 1991,
according to the annual report
of the American Cancer Society.
The authoritative medical
journal The Lancet reported the
development of an experimental
Ebola vaccine which provides
100% protection against that lethal
disease. Funds from the Ice Bucket
Challenge enabled the University
of Massachusetts Medical School
to identify a third gene that is
a cause of ALS (Lou Gehrig’s
Disease). The Pan American
Health Organization declared the
Americas measles-free.
• The U.S. household debt ratio—
that is, debt as a percentage of
disposable personal income—was

estimated by J. P. Morgan to have
hit its lowest level since 1980, and to
have ended the year at ten percent.
• Wild Atlantic salmon are spawning
in the Connecticut River for the first
time since the American Revolution.
• The cash dividend of the Standard
& Poor’s 500-Stock Index reached a
new all-time high, according to S&P.
At about $45, it is roughly seven
times what it was in 1980—while
interest rates declined from the
mid-teens to essentially zero.
• Humpback whales, giant pandas,
green sea turtles and manatees
were removed from the endangered
species category. The global wild
tiger population rose for the first
time in a hundred years.

MEET THE TEAM:
JUDY MOSER, Administrative Assistant
We wanted to re-introduce you to Judy Moser, a member of the FORM team since July 2013.
Judy is going to be the primary contact for setting appointments for Tyson and Luke. Rachael
and Rachel will continue to be the Account Executives for each client, but Judy will be the one
reaching out to you to schedule office and phone appointments with the Financial Advisors. You
can always contact Judy at 262.686.3135 or judy.moser@formwealth.com.

FA M ILY - Judy was born and raised in Oswego, IL. She

met her husband, Mike, while working in Aurora, IL. They
moved to Walworth, WI in 2007. They have four grown
children and four young granddaughters. Judy spends as
much time as she can with her family.

RECRE ATION - If she’s not in the office, Judy is

probably in the kitchen. She enjoys cooking and baking and
sees this as a gift to those she loves. She is also an avid sports
fan (Go Cubs!) and adores family time and travel. Judy is also
active in her church and with other civic organizations.

OCCUPATION - Judy has a background in education, MISSION - Judy’s broad background enables her to

as a former teacher and school administrator. After retiring
from that field, she missed being a part of a collegial team
and so she joined the group at FORM Wealth. She is happy to
be part of a team devoted to client service.

assist the Financial Advisors and the FORM Wealth team in
a variety of ways from technology to PR. Her goal is to serve
clients and the FORM team so they can do what they need to
do in an effective and efficient manner.

MY 2017 PREDICTIONS
FOR WHATEVER THEY'RE WORTH
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

9. Can the Cubs repeat as World Series

Champs? No, give ‘em 100 years.

10. What will Trump’s first 100
days look like? It’s anybody’s guess,
but I’ll bet it’s gonna be YUGE!
As you can tell, this was my
attempt at a little bit of humor and
was in no way to be predictive or
make light of any real issues that
may arise this year. In all reality,
and as we have expressed in our
annual reviews and phone calls
with each other over the years,
no one knows what is coming
down the road. In the vacuum
of that future knowledge, it is
best to have a plan that covers

not only the planning points
and events we expect, but the
unexpected events and the ‘what
if ’s’ that can happen along the
way. Consequently, we work on
your plan and always fund those
goals with a constant eye on risk
and building and sustaining your
financial independence. In the
end, we are here to help navigate
your plan and the critical financial
events of your future. No matter
what may come in 2017, we look
forward to it with anticipation and
are honored to be going through it
together with you. Cheers to that
and Happy New Year!
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WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

"It means very little to know that a million Chinese are starving, unless you
know one Chinese who is starving.” - John Steinbeck
child is, and in all likelihood, will
never be reconnected with her.
Saintamène was supporting herself
by hand weaving rugs, and was
earning a decent wage doing this.
If you attended CWI’s 2015 Food
Packaging Event, you may have
purchased one of her rugs.
We also learned that Saintamène had
recently been beaten by the father
of her youngest child and thrown
out of the place where they were
living together. After finding a barely
inhabitable new place to rent, and
fixing it up, she was also thrown out
of that residence by the landlord.
Although she had a place to live when
we met her, it was quite clear that a
permanent residence, a place of her
own that she could call home, was
something that would greatly benefit
her and her children.
Through our connections in Haiti,
CWI was able to help Saintamène
acquire a legal identification card,
something she had never had
before. With that card, we were
able to purchase a piece of land in
her name. The land had a one room
structure on it that would provide
temporary shelter, but our plan was
to build Saintamène a brand new
home. Due to circumstances beyond
our control, our main contacts
in Haiti, through whom we met
Saintamène, were forced to abruptly
leave the country, and we lost
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track of her. Through diligence,
perseverance, and other Haitian
contacts, we were able to reconnect

" Sympathy is
something from
which everyone
benefits"
with Saintamène in late fall of 2016,
and construction on her new home
began in December (pictured above).
We anticipate the building will be
completed in early 2017.

Sympathy is something from which
everyone benefits. There are times
in all our lives where we need to
know that people are on our side
and wishing better for us. However,
when sympathy leads to empathy, and
then is followed up by action, you
truly have a winning combination. As
we enter 2017, I would encourage
you to look around and identify
someone with whom you can
empathize. Perhaps you can take
some action, large or small, that
will change a life. Experience the
difference for yourself !
Raymond James is not affiliated with and does not
endorse the opinions or services of Michael Hoffman
or Children’s World Impact.

THRILL OR CHILL ON CAPITOL HILL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Tax simplification should be a part
of tax reform, and the elimination of
many deductions would be expected
to offset some of the cost of reducing
tax rates. Steve Mnuchin, the Treasury
Secretary nominee has said that tax
reform will be revenue neutral, but that
seems doubtful based on the numbers
proposed during the campaign.
There are a large amount of tax
deductions in the current law. Also
called “tax expenditures,” these
deductions totaled about $1.5 trillion
in 2016 (vs. total tax receipts of
$3.3 trillion) or about 8% of Gross
Domestic Product. Early drafts of the
tax reform plan would likely call for
the elimination of many deductions,
with the exception of (for individuals)
the mortgage deduction and charitable
contributions, and (for businesses)
research and development. In the
past, scaling back tax breaks has been
extremely difficult, so we’re unlikely to
see much change as tax legislation nears
its final form.
Still, even if we don’t get the
amount of tax cuts that the financial
markets are hoping for, reduced
regulation ought to create a more
business-friendly environment.

The first principle of regulation and
enforcement is that principals matter.
That is, priorities, effort, and direction
flow from those in charge. For the
financial sector, we are going to see
a complete change in regulatory
leadership in the next year and a half.
At the Fed, Janet Yellen’s terms as
chair runs to February 3, 2018.
At this point, it appears unlikely
that President Trump will renominate her. She could stay on as
a Fed governor (which runs to early
2024), but that is unlikely. Stanley
Fischer’s term as vice-chair runs to
June 12, 2018, and he would likely
leave when Yellen does (his term
as governor runs to early 2022).
For the last year and a half, there
have been two vacancies on the
Fed’s Board of Governors. The Fed
has taken on a greater supervisory
role since the financial crisis, but
the vice-chair for regulation has
remained vacant. Governor Tarullo
has served in that capacity, but is
expected to leave if that slot is filled.
Hence, the incoming president will
be able to shape the Fed’s Board of
Governors to his choosing.

Following the election, market
participants have been enthusiastic
about the possibility of a large
infrastructure spending program.
The view that this will be funded
mostly through the private sector (as
per Trump’s proposal) gained further
credence following Elaine Chao’s
hearing for Transportation Secretary.
However, we still don’t have any details
regarding how that is supposed to
work, especially for rural areas needing
transportation projects.
In short, post-election optimism
is likely to turn to considerable
second-guessing about priorities
in Washington. Trump-transition
people have suggested that there
are no priorities. They will try to
do everything at once. However,
that’s not how Congress works. A
new president normally enjoys a
honeymoon period with Congress,
but the Washington sausage factory is
going to be interesting to watch.
© 2017 Raymond James & Associates, Inc., member
New York Stock Exchange/SIPC. All rights reserved.
All expressions of opinion ref lect the judgment
of the Research Department of Raymond James
& Associates, Inc. (RJA) as of the date stated above
and are subject to change.

" If eve r y th i n g is i m p o r tant, th e n n othi n g is i m p o r tant .
If eve r y th i n g is a p ri o rit y, th e n n othi n g is a p rio rit y."
Garr Reynolds
Winter 2017
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PREDICTIONS, POLLS, AND PORTFOLIO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

These private schools count many
top financial professionals among
their alumni and donors. But
having access to Wall Street’s best
and brightest is no guarantee of
winning investment results for
college endowments—especially
not amid the global market
volatility that dominated 2016.
The endowments tended to follow
Wall Street’s current wisdom to be
very broadly diversified, not only
holding many different stocks but
investing in emerging markets,
hedge fund-like strategies, and
alternative investments. “The theory
is diversification should protect
you, but right now if you’re not
diversified, you’re doing better,”
says William Jarvis, executive
director of Commonfund Institute.
Over the past 12 months, a group of
18 liberal arts schools, sometimes
dubbed “Little Ivies,” lost an average
of 3.3 percent. The eight Ivy League

schools were down 0.8 percent on
average in the same period, according
to data compiled by Bloomberg.
The acclaimed Harvard University
Endowment posted the worst
performance since the financial
crisis as their portfolio lost 2 percent
in 2016, as reported by Reuters.
The point is this, you can collect
the smartest minds in the world
and collectively they still cannot
predict the future perfectly. The
reality is no one can.
We hang our hat not on using any
one prediction or poll, but rather
a confluence of harmonized,
independent research. Thus, we
believe in the discipline of our
process. Our desire is to avoid
taking unnecessary risks and,
when we are taking on investment
risk, it is because several
resources have provided the same
guidance. This does nothing to

guarantee the future as much as
help us avoid chasing a prediction.
In the end the only thing we can
control are our inputs: research,
historical data, cost and tax efficiency.
The return of the market or portfolio
or any investment is an outcome.
We will never control that outcome
because we can never produce the
outcome. We can only react to the
outcome by changing our input.
The reason we manage money for
you is to help you avoid getting
caught up in predictions, polls,
and trends. We do real research on
investments and then balance that
research with what we know about
you. This strategy is to provide
you with simple, calm, even boring
investments. So if it’s excitement
you are looking for, may I suggest
you follow your favorite sports
teams in 2017?

" Th e b est way to p re d i ct
th e fut u re is to create it. "
Peter Drucker
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM A
GENUINELY GREAT YEAR
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

• In August, the three major U.S. stock
indexes—the Dow Jones Industrials,
S&P 500 and NASDAQ Composite—
made new all-time highs on the same
day for the first time since 1999.
• Three decades after the banning
of aerosol products containing
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
scientists at MIT found that the
ozone layer appears to be repairing
itself. They estimated that the hole in
the ozone layer above the South Pole
has shrunk by over 1.5 million square
miles from its largest extent in 2000,
and that it will fully close by 2050.
• Cash as a percentage of current
assets of S&P 500 companies
ended the year at roughly thirty
percent—about double what it
was at the turn of this century
(J.P. Morgan Asset Management’s
Guide to the Markets, 12/31/16,
p. 15). This cash hoard should
afford companies more of a buffer
against shocks of all kinds than
they’ve had in quite a while.
Moreover, according to James W.
Paulsen, Ph.D., chief investment

strategist at Wells Capital
Management, “after a period of
dramatic financial regulatory
changes since the last recession,
the U.S. banking system may be
better capitalized today than ever.”
• Bob Dylan, perhaps the last of the
1950s Beat poets and surely the first
of the iconic 1960s singer/songwriters,
won the Nobel Prize for Literature.
• Although the labor force participation
rate remained relatively low, the
U.S. unemployment rate sank to a
trough of 4.6%, a level not seen since
August 2007. In December, wages
increased 2.9% year-over-year, the
best annual rate since 2009.
• Pope Francis met with Patriarch Kirill
of the Eastern Orthodox Church. It
was the first encounter between
the leaders of Christianity’s two
largest churches since the Great
Schism of 1054, when the Eastern
Orthodoxy split with Rome.
• Despite declining eleven percent
in the first six weeks of 2016, the
S&P 500 went on to rise approximately

ten percent (ignoring dividends)
for the year. Since 1980, this was
the 28th year out of 37 that the
price of the Index ended higher
(Guide to the Markets, p. 13).
• After a journey of five years and 1.7
billion miles, the Juno spacecraft
entered the planet Jupiter’s orbit on
the Fourth of July. It will perform
an in-depth study of the planet
over 20 months, and is already
sending back stunning images.
Given journalism’s relentless bias
for the negative, it may be that you
missed some of these developments—
or just didn’t readily apprehend them
as common elements in mankind’s
unending quest for a better life. But
they are powerful examples of the
larger truth: that on balance the world
is becoming freer, healthier, cleaner
and richer—and that a rational optimism
based on historical trends remains the
only long-term realism.
© February 2017 Nick Murray. All rights reserved.
Reprinted by permission. Raymond James is not affiliated
with and does not endorse the opinions of Nick Murray.
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FORM Wealth seeks to be a family’s sole
financial advisor. Working with only a select
number of clients, we consult by knowing
your Family, Occupation, Recreation, and
Mission. Then, we focus on risk management.

SECOND OPINION
We have created a Second
op i n
nd
Opinion Service in order to
o
allow those who are seeking
help to begin with just a
simple phone call to explore
se
the possibilities without any
rvice
pressure or expectation. If
someone you care about might benefit from
our help let us know or point them to our
website www.formwealth.com.

n
io

For 2017, we will extend our practice to only
a limited number of new clients. While we
would prefer to help your friends and loved
ones who may benefit from our guidance,
we understand it is never easy to talk about
money with friends or family members. We
know that and we’d never ask you to do that.
But if you see signs—subtle or otherwise—that
a friend needs a little financial guidance or
would benefit from a fresh perspective on
their retirement, we would be honored to help.

MISSION STATEMENT

sec

FORM OF HELP

FORM FAMILY
THE RAY BOYS WINTER 2017

THE KUCHENBERG KIDS WINTER 2017

431 Geneva Ave. South | Lake Geneva, WI 53147 | (262) 686-3005 | www.formwealth.com
Securities offered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc., member
FINRA/SIPC Investment Advisory Services offered through Raymond James Financial Services Advisors, Inc.
Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP® and CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ in the U.S.,
which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board's initial and ongoing certification requirements.
Any opinions are those of Tyson Ray or Luke Kuchenberg and not necessarily those of RJFS or Raymond James. Expressions of opinion are as of this date and are subject to change without notice.
The information has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but we do not guarantee that the foregoing material is accurate or complete. Any information is not a complete summary
or statement of all available data necessary for making an investment decision and does not constitute a recommendation. Photos courtesy of Ryan Bensheimer at Ideal Impressions.
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